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Hazard analysis is a widely-used technique to achieve the system/software safety by analyzing hazards systematically. While programmable logic controller-based digital instrumentation and control systems have been
replaced with ﬁeld programmable gate array (FPGA)-based ones, hazard analysis on FPGA software as well as
FPGA-based controllers becomes one of the prerequisites of operational approval. The NUREG/CR-6430 provides applicable processes/methods of software safety hazard analysis (e.g., guide phrases and analysis techniques). Hazard analysis of FPGA software is diﬀerent from typical software hazard analysis, since the FPGA is a
hardware-based platform. This paper proposes a reﬁned process and guide phrases at the software requirement
analysis part in NUREG/CR-6430, tailored for the new target - FPGA software. We performed hazard analysis on
FPGA software for a prototype version of an FPGA-based controller in Korea to show feasibility of the reﬁned
process and guide phrases.

1. Introduction
Digital instrumentation and control system (I&Cs) in nuclear power
plants should be analyzed and evaluated to ensure that the systems are
acceptably safe from hazards/risks/failures [2,3]. Hazard analysis is a
method for identifying potential hazardous portions of a system.
Eliminating, reducing, or avoiding the impact of identiﬁed hazards
should be appropriately followed to achieve the freedom from the hazards [4]. Software, which is a part of systems, can also be a cause of
system hazards, and software hazard analysis should be performed
rigorously [5,6].
There are several standards/guidelines for software safety/hazard
analysis [4,7], and safety plan [8] for nuclear safety system software.
The NUREG/CR-6430 suggests methods (processes) for analyzing software-aﬀected hazards during whole software development life cycle
(SDLC) like safety plan. It provides an analysis process for each phase of
software development, and also provides guide phrases and several
techniques that can be applied to software hazard analysis. The analysis
process consists that are identify a high-level hazard, analyze each

element of requirements with guide phrases, and so on. The details of
the NUREG/CR-6430 are explained in the next section.
Field-programmable gate array (FPGA) has received much attention
from the nuclear industry to develop digital I&C systems as an alternative platform of programmable logic controller (PLC). There are
several standardization eﬀorts for using FPGA in nuclear systems
[9,10]. FPGA-based digital controllers should be evaluated/analyzed
that the systems are acceptably safe to operate, too. Since the typical
FPGA development includes two diﬀerent aspects of development, such
as software and hardware, we need to apply hazard analysis hierarchically and compositionally [10,11]. Although the NUREG/CR-6430
might provide a useful approach to perform hazard analysis against
FPGA software, we need extensions or reﬁnement methods to analyze
FPGA software throughly. Nevertheless, there is no hazard analysis
result reported for FPGA software used in digital I&Cs. There are only a
few approaches concerning FPGA software veriﬁcation, simulation
[12,13], and FPGA hardware reliability [14–16], to the best of our
knowledge.
This paper proposes a reﬁned hazard analysis process at the
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(P&R) operations to place and map all netlist elements physically and
prepare a downloadable ﬁle through conﬁguration. At each step of the
FPGA SDLC, designers often perform simulation-based veriﬁcation to
conﬁrm that each artifact satisﬁes its requirements speciﬁcation, such
as behavioral simulation for RTL designs, logic simulation for gate-level
design, and post-layout simulation on layout design.
The FPGA software development includes both software and hardware aspects as requirement analysis, design, automatic synthesis, and
P&R and software requirement speciﬁcations for the FPGA software are
deﬁned in the form of hardware aspect modules by FPGA board units.
Hazard analysis can also be performed to analyze potential hazards at
each phase, which is pertinent to our research and will be discussed in a
subsequent section.

software requirements phase of the NUREG/CR-6430 that is applicable
to FPGA software. It extends the steps of “identifyng software responsible hazards” and “applying guide phrases” in the NUREG/CR6430 and also guide phrases to incorporate the hardware aspects of
FPGA software requirements. The proposed reﬁned process and guide
phrases support to check for hardware aspects of software requirement
hazard analysis on the FPGA software. We performed hazard analysis
upon FPGA software in accordance with the NUREG/CR-6430 and
proposed process in a case study. We used the hazard and operability
(HAZOP) technique and one version of the FPGA software requirements
speciﬁcation of a process module in the digital FPGA logic controllernuclear (DFLC-N) [17], which is an FPGA-based I&C controller under
development in Korea. We also discussed the applicability and feasibility of the reﬁned process presented in this paper through comparative analysis of the analysis aspects and analysis results.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the FPGA development process and hazard analysis as a
background. Section 3 presents the reﬁned process of the NUREG/CR6430 proposed in this paper, and we explain the performing hazard
analysis upon the FPGA software as a case study in Section 4. Section 5
concludes this paper and provides remarks on future research extensions and directions.

2.2. Software hazard analysis of the NUREG/CR-6430
The NUREG/CR-6430 “Software Safety Hazard Analysis” [4] was
proposed by united states nuclear research commission (NRC) to provide software hazard analysis guidelines for nuclear power plants. The
NUREG/CR-6430 adopts basic concepts of the software safety plan in
IEEE-1228 standard [8] and provides useful guide phrases that can help
to perform hazard analysis at each phase of development. Hazard
analysis is performed at each phase of the SDLC on diﬀerent artifacts
and the hazard analysis in later phases repeadtedly uses analysis artifacts from earlier phases.
Software hazard analysis in the NUREG/CR-6430 consists of two
main steps. The prerequisites of the software hazard analysis, that are a
preliminary process for ﬁnding PHLs (Preliminary Hazard List), are
followed by software requirements hazard analysis, which ﬁnds software-responsible hazards/requirements and their evaluates criticality,
as described in ⟨Fig. 2⟩. Each software requirement can then be analyzed using guide phrases provided by the NUREG/CR-6430.
⟨ Table 1 ⟩ lists some example guide phrases that can help analysts
perform hazard analysis on development elements in the SDLC. The
guide phrases is provided by four clauses about “quality,” “aspect,”
“phase,” and “guide phrases” as shown in the ⟨Table 1⟩. The “quality”
and “aspect” refer to goal and target of the guide phrases. The “Phase”
refers to the phases of the SDLC in which analysis is applied, and “guide
phrases” clause is to help the analysis start and guide analysis. It is
worth noting that the NUREG/CR-6430 designates no speciﬁc hazard
analysis techniques, but HAZOP [20] would be best suited. The
NUREG/CR-6430 method has been used to software hazard analysis on
a PLC development process [21,22].
The NUREG/CR-6430 provides a hazard analysis process in accordance with the software safety plan in the IEEE-1228 standard and
guide phrases at each phase of SDLC. It is, however, not straightforward
to apply into FPGA software due to the hardware-related aspects of

2. Background
2.1. The FPGA development process
FPGA-based digital I&Cs should follow the development life cycle
described in the IEC (International Electrotechnical Commission)61513 standard [3]. FPGA-based systems, however, have speciﬁc features that developing part using hardware description language (HDL)
is classiﬁed into software, while after downloading to a chip is classiﬁed
into hardware. Therefore, FPGA should be developed to comply with
both the IEC-60880 standard [18] in terms of software and IEC-60987
standard [19] in terms of hardware. ⟨ Fig. 1⟩ depicts the V-shaped life
cycle of FPGA development explained in IEC-62566 [9], consisting of
both software and hardware aspects. The software aspect follow the
typical development life cycle [11] presented on the left side of the
ﬁgure.
FPGA software development is fully automated by the FPGA logic
synthesis tools and commercial electronic design automation (EDAs)
tools provided by FPGA vendors. After programming an registertransfer level (RTL) design using HDLs, synthesis software such as
“Synopsys Synplify Pro”, “Precision RTL” and “Encounter RTL Compiler”
can be used to transform the design into a gate-level design (i.e., netlist). The EDA tools of FPGA vendors such as “Xilinx ISE Design Suit,”
“Altera Quartus 2” and “Microsemi Libero SoC” perform place and route

Fig. 1. Typical development life-cycle for FPGA-based platforms.
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Fig. 2. The software hazard analysis process on the requirements speciﬁcation of the NUREG/CR-6430.

component modules, rather than the functional ones as typical software
requirement speciﬁcations. This feature makes it diﬃcult to identify
software responsible hazards lists from system-level hazards and assign
criticality levels to each software requirement elements, since almost
hazards in PHL care about system functions not board and components.
Aadditionally, using guide phrases for hazard analysis must also account for hardware-speciﬁc aspects. This paper proposes an extended
process and guide phrases that can incorporate such hardware-related
concerns eﬃciently.

Table 1
Example guide phrases in the NUREG/CR-6430 and this work.
Quality

Aspect

Functionality

Phase

Guide Phrases

Note

RA

NUREG/CR-6430
suggests.

R
RADC
RADC
RADC
RADC
RADC
RADC

Function is not carried out as
speciﬁed
Function is not initialized
properly before being executed
Trigger conditions are satisﬁed
but function fails to execute
Function uses incorrect inputs
Stuck at all zeroes
Stuck at all ones
Stuck elsewhere
Below minimum range
Above maximum range
Stuck at all zeroes

RADC
RADC
RDC
RDC
R

Stuck at all ones
Stuck elsewhere
Stuck at all zeroes or ones
Stuck elsewhere
SW are not encoded

RA
RA

Accuracy

Accuracy

Sensor

Circuit

Memory
Security

2.3. Related work
The safety/hazard analysis of FPGA-based digital I&C systems has
been researched several approaches. The FPGA component failure
analysis proposed in [14] is used to quantify error propagation at the
design level by calculating failure rates from FPGA logical information.
Neto et al. [12] and Vismari et al. [23] proposed practical approaches
to the safety analysis of PLD (Programmable Logic Device)-based safety
systems. They uses HDL descriptions to perform safety analysis on the
PLD, especially, a code inspection, which are based on checklists from
[24], is applied to analyze software. Checklists are similar to the guide
phrases at the code-level analysis in the NUREG/CR-6430, however, it
only focuses on code-level analysis not other phases of SDLC.
Reliability analysis about FPGA-based triple modular redundancy
systems have also been proposed in several papers. Jung et al. [15]
proposed a mathematical model to estimate/predict the failure rates of
on-board processor systems, which is based on an SRAM (Static
Random-Access Memory)-based FPGA. They presented an on-board
processor system adopting triple modular redundancy and an external

This paper
reﬁnes.

FPGA-based reactor protection system (RPS) software. First, the process
of identifying software responsible hazards and assigning software
criticality levels to each requirement element diﬀer slightly from the
one against the PLC-based software requirements speciﬁcations because
FPGA software requirement speciﬁcations are deﬁned in hardware-dependent FPGA module units independently of the hardware.
Speciﬁcation starts by dividing the entire system into board and
3
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NUREG/CR-6430. This step identiﬁes system hazards for which software is responsible, and assigns a criticality levels of the software requirements. However, this step has some diﬃculties in identifying
software responsible hazards directly in the PHL as discussed in
Section 2.3. Since hazards in a PHL and related software components
are profoundly diﬀerent in a hierarchical structure, FPGA software requirement speciﬁcations, which are deﬁned in a hardware-module
speciﬁc manner, are not directly connected to system hazards. Therfore,
we add an additional step “Identify hazards of software overall function
aspects” before “Identify the hazards which software is in any way responsible in PHL (with software funcionality level hazards)” to lower the
gap.
The ﬁrst step, “Identify hazards of software overall function aspects,”
takes into account all hardware-speciﬁc features of FPGA software, such
as memory and signals, as shown in ⟨Table A2⟩. The next step, “Identify
the hazards which software is in any way responsible in PHL,” identiﬁes
and connects the consequences of software hazards to system-level
hazards, which is the same as NUREG/CR-6430. While the NUREG/CR6430 uses this step to assign a criticality level to each software component, the reﬁned process connects analysis results to system elements, additionally. We recommend using these two steps hierarchically according to the system structure.
The “Analyze each software requirement using the guide phrases” step
extends the “Connect hazards for analyzing consequences to higher level
component” step. When analyzing each software requirement element
using guide phrases, analysis should be performed according to two
conceptual ways: the functional units of a requirement and the hardware components aspect on software in the ⟨Fig. 3⟩. The former refers
to using guide phrases to analyze deviations in designated requirement
element and the latter refers to using guide phrases to all elements in a
speciﬁcation. For these two steps, we tailored some guide phrases of the
NUREG/CR-6430 to provide meaningful aspect for FPGA software requirements. ⟨Table 1⟩ shows some supplemented guide phrases and
descriptions. We incorporate some additional guide phrases for the
hazard analysis of FPGA software requirement speciﬁcations to reﬂect
the speciﬁc characteristics of FPGA. These revisions mainly focus on the
additional categories of “quality” and “aspect.”
The step “Connect hazards for analyzing consequences to higher level
component” progressively analyzes the hazard consequences from software into the higher component. It is necessary to analyze the eﬀects of
software hazards on hardware, boards, or system-level hazards either
simultaneously or pregressively. This step makes connections between
software hazards identiﬁed from the deviations using guide phrases and
software functional-aspect level hazards. The ﬁnal two steps in ⟨Fig. 3⟩
identify the criticality levels of software hazards and assign criticality
levels to each requirement. These two steps proceed step by step based
on results of the connections from before step.
⟨ Table 2 ⟩ is a sample worksheet table suitable for the reﬁned
process proposed in this paper. The clauses qualities and aspects are
related to the guide phrases applied and the other entries are related to
hazard analysis. The “hazard on SW concern” and “hazard on PHL”
clauses are expressions of the reﬁned process about connecting hazards.
Im summary, this section introduced the reﬁned process and guide
phrases to support ﬁlling gaps and performing software hazard analysis
more eﬃciently.

scrubber mitigation process, and calculated system failure rates using
single-event upsets rates and information of system conﬁgurations.
Benites et al. [25] also proposed a reliability calculation process for the
SRAM-based FPGA mitigated by triple modular redundancy and
memory scrubbing. They represent experimental results of reliability
calculations with and without mitigation designs with fault injection
and heavy ion irradiation. These papers presented calculations of
failure rates and reliability levels of FPGA-based systems adopting a
triple modular redundancy designs to mitigate failures in terms of
hardware.
McNelles et al. [26,27] compared and contrasted and the results of
fault tree analysis and dynamic ﬂowgraph methodology for FPGA-based
safety-critical systems. They performed hazard analysis on logic-level
block diagrams and focused on comparing quantitative results by differecnes of static and dynamic approach. A probabilistic model
checking-based analysis method has been proposed for the quantitative
analysis of triple modular redundancy partitioning in the FPGA of design phases [16]. It proposes a formal model for triple modular redundancy system irrespective of the partition size with capturing single
and double-cell upsets. Model checking is used to perform quantitative
analysis of the model about availability and reliability. Various papers
have proposed FPGA analysis methods based on failure rate calcuation
or reliability at the board or component level. Analysis of desing phases
has also focused on hardware-level design. Such analysis may serve as a
useful basis for prbability or risk analysis at the software implementation phases.
FPGA software analysis has also been studied in various ways, including FPGA SDLC model [28], veriﬁcation processes [29], and simulation-based approaches [13,30,31]. The authors of [28] proposed
the W model, which reﬂects the veriﬁcation of FPGA software development during the development life-cycles. The W model covers testing
activities ranging from requirement analysis to system integration.
Veriﬁcation based on simulation and testing considering develpment
phases [13,30] and the application of functional validation and system
assessment through simulating with pre-deﬁned failure scenarios [31]
are simulation-based approaches to FPGA veriﬁcation. However, such
methods only focus on the functional veriﬁcation and validation of the
FPGA. Huang et al. [32] presented a systematic literature review of
studies on failure mode and eﬀect analysis. However, very few hazard
analysis of FPGA software were contained in their review. McNelles
et al. [33] proposed a failure taxonomy for assessing the reliability of
the FPGA-based I&C systems. The structure of the taxonomy consists of
possible failure modes (failure categories), uncovering, mitigation, and
eﬀects at the FPGA decomposition level combined with existing information regarding safety analysis results, functional safety standards,
or fault categories. It may be more helpful to classify hazard analysis
results by detection, eﬀect, mitigation information in the taxonomy
when analyzing software requirements.
3. A reﬁned process for hazard analysis of software requirement
speciﬁcations
This paper proposes a reﬁned process for the hazard analysis of
FPGA software requirement speciﬁcations. It extends the hazard analysis process of the NUREG/CR-6430 to incorporate the hardwarespeciﬁc features of FPGA software. We also extend the guide phrases of
the NUREG/CR-6430 to handle the circuit and memory aspects of FPGA
software. ⟨Fig. 3⟩ presents the reﬁned process for FPGA software requirement hazard analysis. We compose the process into six steps and
also change the order of certain steps. FPGA software requirement
speciﬁcations are often written in components (hardware) modules
units since FPGA-based controllers consist of multiple components,
such as a set of FPGA boards. The proposed reﬁned process is composed
by applying these characteristics of the FPGA software requirement.
The “identify the hazards which software is in any way responsible” step
in ⟨Fig. 2⟩ is the ﬁrst step of requirement hazard analysis in the

4. Case study
We conducted hazard analysis on an FPGA software requirement
speciﬁcation using the reﬁned process and guide phrases proposed in
this study. The target speciﬁcation is one version of a process module in
DFLC-N [17], which is an FPGA-based I&C controller developed in
Korea. This case study introduces the feasibility and eﬃciency of the
proposed process and guide phrases to software hazard analysis of
FPGA software in accordance with the NUREG/CR-6430. Because of
space limitations, we only focus on the most important and relevant
4
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Fig. 3. A reﬁned process for the hazard analysis of FPGA software requirement speciﬁcations.

function aspects hazards and its connection for identifying software
responsible hazards. When analyzing the hazards in these steps, we
considered the characteristics of FPGA which include hardware-related
aspects such as viewing the signals of the PM software.
Finally, the results of analyzing each software requirement using
guide phrases and ﬁnal steps are listed in ⟨Table A3⟩ and ⟨Table A4⟩.
These tables list portions of the hazard analysis results for the FPGA
software requirement speciﬁcations of a CLFPM01 module. The worksheet in ⟨Table 2⟩ was used to perform analysis. Analysis was conducted to check requirement elements such as item, function/purpose
and, parameter, and identify deviation/consequence by ascertaining
what happens when situation of guide phrases occur. For example,
guide phrases pertaining to a “sensor” can be combined with the
function of the “operating voltage monitoring function” in our target
software, which relates to sensor input. We express risk based on criticality levels only because calculating the failure probability of software is diﬃcult in the requirement phase.
As shown in ⟨Table A3⟩, ﬁve potential hazards were identiﬁed by
the analysis. For example, “operating voltage monitoring” function may
be aﬀected by deviations in the sensor for the stuck condition because
the requirement speciﬁcation does not specify any requirements for that
sensor. Several deviations by guide phrases related to the range concept
do not have any practical implications in terms of FPGA software.
⟨Table A4⟩ lists a portion of the analysis results for the accuracy-circuit
pair, which uses the tailored guide phrases proposed in this paper. It
also shows three potential hazards and these hazars are un-happended
because the preventing function is already speciﬁed in the software
requirement speciﬁcations. Hazards caused by ambiguous deﬁnitions of
requirements also exist and software designers/developers must consider such hazards carefully when the next step of the development

results.
4.1. Target system software
DFLC-N is a safety-related FPGA controller for the I&Cs in nuclear
power plants (NPPs). It consists of several modules/components, such
as sub-rack, bus module, process module, and input/output module.
FPM-01 is a general process module consisting of several sub-modules
and FPGA boards, that performing core functions such as self-diagnosis,
input/output control, and application control logic. CLFPM01 is a
control logic for controlling and monitoring FPGA modules belonging
to a FPM-01. The primary functions of a CLFPM01 module are “reset and
clock signal generation,” “operation voltage monitoring,” “diagnosis/send/
receive of an input and output data,” and “diagnosis/send/receive of data
link/network communication data,” and “status indication.” ⟨Fig. 4⟩ presents a part of the structures of the CLFPM01 of FPM-01. As shown in
the ﬁgure, CLFPM01 logic consists of hardware-based structure, and
software is also deﬁned by such features.
4.2. A summary of requirements hazard analysis results
⟨ Fig. 5 ⟩ presents an analysis process with directions to corresponding results from our case study. The analysis results are summarized in the ﬁve tables in ⟨Appendix A⟩ according to a sequence of
the proposed process. ⟨Table A1⟩ contains hazard lists that are a
module level of the DFLC-N, which represent the reprequisites for
software hazard analysis. The hazard category, which consists of
“high,” “middle,” and “low,” priority levels, is deﬁned by domain experts according to the consequences and probabilities of the hazards.
⟨Table A2⟩ shows the results of ﬁrst two steps that are the software
Table 2
An example of an analysis worksheet.
Software hazard analysis worksheet
No.

Qualities

Aspects

Item

Function/
Purpose

Parameter

Guide Phrases

Deviation

5

Consequence

Hazard

Risk

Hazard on SW functionality
aspect

Hazard on PHL

Reliability Engineering and System Safety 202 (2020) 107029
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Fig. 4. Example structure of CLFPM01/FPM-01 modules.

proceed. As shown in the ⟨Table A3⟩ and ⟨Table A4⟩, an analyst can
analyze the consequences of deviations in requirement elements in
terms of software functionality aspect hazards and module-level hazards progressively.
Table A5 provides a summary of hazard analysis results that

includes a number of hazards identiﬁed in the case study. The table
shows that identiﬁed hazards can diﬀer according to the guide phrases.
Guide phrases provide a variety of perspective for the analysis of
hardware aspects. Such hazards may or may not represent signiﬁcant
threats to the system according to the results of later development

Fig. 5. A results of the case study along the proposed analysis process.
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Table 3
Analysis aspects with requirement points in the analysis results.
Requirement point

Sensor
Input/Output
Timing
Function
Circuit
Security
Memory
Data bus
Network

Analysis aspects
The proposed process

NUREG/CR-6430

HAZOP analysis

Deviation analysis
Cause, Deviation analysis
Deviation analysis
Deviation analysis
Deviation analysis
Deviation analysis
Cause, Deviation analysis
Deviation analysis
Deviation analysis

Deviation analysis
Cause, Deviation analysis
Deviation analysis
Deviation analysis
Cause
Deviation analysis
N/A
Deviation analysis
Deviation analysis

Cause
Cause
Cause, Deviation analysis
Deviation analysis
Cause
N/A
Cause, Deviation analysis
Cause, Deviation analysis
Cause, Deviation analysis

module units, because a gap exists between software elements and
hazards of software/hardware/system. Therefore, we instituted an additional step to bridge this gap, but the connections which are shown in
the ⟨Table A2⟩ do not provide exact one-to-one matching between
hazards. According to system theory, a system is not a simple combination of components [35] and consists of a hierarchical structure with
interactions.
We believe that a more structural approach may be realized by
considering the hierarchical structure of a system. A chain of causeconsequence, hazard propagations between diﬀerent level of a system,
and traceability-based hazard identiﬁcation are conceivable elements in
the hierarchy. For instance, the system generally can be divided into a
hierarchical structure such as sub-system, component, hardware, and
software. Nuclear systems also have hierarchical structures. An example
hierarchical structure of NPP is discussed below. If information regarding hazards in the software requirement speciﬁcations phase is
well-organized, such as the information provided in ⟨Table A2⟩, such
information can behelpful for analyzing software hazards eﬃciently.
Traceability between system hierarchy structures is also a conceivable
method for supporting preliminary hazard analysis.

phases. The proposed reﬁned analysis process is helpful for analyzing
hazards from software to system by bridging the gaps between software/hardware/system hazards at an identiﬁcation of the clause of
“Hazard on SW PHL” and “Hazard on PM PHL.”
4.3. Discussions
The case study presented in this paper demonstrated that the proposed reﬁned process and guide phrases can be used for software hazard analysis for FPGA software requirements speciﬁcations. Well-deﬁned guide phrases provide an opportunity to explore various aspects of
hazard analysis, as shown in the case study. We performed additional
analysis on the case study results as comparing them to the results of
HAZOP analysis of the same software to identify the applicability of the
proposed process. Firstly, we classiﬁed analysis aspects for each requirement element in the case study results. The left and middle columns in ⟨Table 3⟩ shows the classiﬁcation results by analysis aspects
when performing requirement hazard analysis using the proposed
process and the original NUREG/CR-6430 process, respectively.
“Deviation analysis” indicates that a requirement item is used to
analyze its deviations by guide phrases directly, whereas, “Cause” indicates that an requirement item causes deviations in other requirements. According to the table above, many requirement points, which
are related to hardware aspects, can be analyzed deviations directly. It
shows that the proposed process and guide phrases may be helpful for
analyzing deviations in FPGA software requirement speciﬁcations directly. ⟨Table 3⟩ also compares analysis aspects between software hazard analysis results from using the proposed process, original NUREG/
CR-6430 and HAZOP analysis. The HAZOP analysis result in the table
were generated using the HAZOP technique and general guide words
[1], which have been introduced in several studies and books [34].
HAZOP analysis with general guide words focuses on the functionality of the software itself, therefore some requirement points, that are
directly written in the speciﬁcation of a software function, are analyzed
deviations directly. Other points that are classiﬁed to only cause in the
table are related to hardware which supports the software functionality
indirectly. This results show that the perspective of hazard analysis can
be changed by changing the analysis approach and guide words/
phrases. If guide phrases contain appropriate items/contents for the
characteristics of the target system, they can be useful for analysis. The
process and guide phrases proposed in this paper may be more suitable
for the requirements hazard analysis of FPGA software, when analysts
need to analyze each software requirement directly on a hardwarebased platform.

• SW - SRS, SDD, Code
• PLC, FPGA
• Bistable Processor
• RPS/Plant Protection System
• NPP system
Although the requirement hazard analysis of FPGA software has
several diﬀerences in terms of analysis aspects, it is not completely
diﬀerent from the hazard analysis of common software. Deriving consequences, eﬀects, and hazards from deviations by guide phrases is similar substances, for example, the hazards caused by sensor deviations
are the same as software failures caused by misreading value. However,
software hazard analysis of later development phases should account
for the hardware-based development of FPGA. For example, FPGA development proceeds to design, implementation, synthesis, and P&R
hazard analysis of after the implementation is entirely diﬀerent from
existing hazard analysis method. There may be need to another approach of hazard analysis for FPGA software. Various studies on reliability analysis for FPGA may be useful for the hazard analysis of such
later development phases.
5. Conclusions and future work
This paper proposes a reﬁned process and guide phrases for the
hazard analysis of FPGA software requirement speciﬁcations. The proposed process extends the hazard analysis process of the NUREG/CR6430 to incorporate the hardware features of FPGA software. The
proposed process consists of six steps for requirement hazard analysis
and extended guide phrases to handle the circuit and memory aspects of
FPGA software. We performed a practical application of the proposed

4.4. More considerations on requirement hazard analysis of FPGA software
The step of identifying software-responsible hazards, which is in
part of the original NUREG/CR-6430 process, allows one to assign
software criticality level. However, this step cannot be directly applied
to FPGA software requirement speciﬁcations which are deﬁned in
7
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Table A1
Hazard lists of processor module of the DFLC-N.
No.

Preliminary hazard list

Hazard category
(H/M/L)

1. power

a. loss of power
b. loss of current
c. over-voltage
a. Conﬂagration

H
H
H
H

b. Physical impact (e.g.
earthquake)
c.Radioactivity
a. Application error
b. Memory error - stuck
c. Response time error
d. Monitoring function error
e. Transmit capacity error
f. Invalid LED operation
g. Network failure
a. Operation error/missed
bypass by operator

H

2. Physical eﬀects of
internal/external

3. Calculation error

4. Operator

H
H
H
H
H
H
M
H
M

Table A2
Software responsible hazards in PHL from software functionality-level hazards.
No.

Hazards of software concerns

PHL with concerns

Hazard category (H/M/L)

1

PM software cannot send qualiﬁed information of its
status
PM software transmit incorrect signal

f. Invalid LED operation 4. Operator d. Monitoring function error

M
H

transmit signal when the signal is not

a. Application error d. Monitoring function error f. Invalid LED operation c.
Response time error
a. Application error c. Response time error d. Monitoring function error

cannot transmit signal when the signal is

a. Application error c. Response time error d. Monitoring function error

H

transmit invalid length signal
transmit incorrect data

a. Application error c. Response time error
a. Application error

H
H

2
3
4
5
6

PM software
occurred
PM software
occurred
PM software
PM software

H

inﬂuence the work reported in this paper.

process in a case study on a prototype version of an FPGA-based controller operating in Korea. This paper also discussed results of the hazard analysis about comparing analysis aspects and hierarchical structure of the system. The proposed process and guide phrases are eﬃcient
for analyzing the hazards of FPGA software requirement speciﬁcations.
It may also be applied to FPGA software in other domains when software requirement speciﬁcations are developed using an appropriate
development process. If the extension of guide phrases is considered for
other PLDs, the proposed process may be a useful approach to hazard
analysis. We are now planning to develop software hazard guidelines,
such as templates for generalizable hazard analysis. In the future, we
also plan to complement our integrated development process by incoporating asoftware hazard analysis process[36] and an integrated
safety analysis process.
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Below
minimum
range
Above
maximum
range
Within range,
but wrong
Physical units
are incorrect

Wrong data
type or data
size

5

6

7

8

9

9
Monitoring function
receives wrong type
of sensor data

All received data
from sensor generates
stuck-at fault
Monitoring function
receives the state
value of the above
maximum
Monitoring function
receives the state
value of the above
maximum
Monitoring function
receives the error
value from the sensor
Physical fault occurs
in monitoring sensor

All received data
from sensor generates
stuck-at one

All received data
from sensor generates
stuck-at zero

Stuck at all
zeroes

9.2.3.2 swr4
operating
voltage
monitoring

Monitoring the operating
voltage of the FPGA module
and sending the state value to
operating voltage monitoring
function.

Stuck
elsewhere

9.2 Operating
voltage monitoring
function hardware

Deviation

Guide Phrases

Parameter

Function/Purpose

3

Sensor

Item

Stuck at all
ones

Accuracy

1

Aspects

2

Qualities

No.

Table A3
A part of the analysis results of FPGA software requirements of CLFPM01 about sensor.

-

The operating voltage
display shows diﬀerent
state of the current
State value for the
display does not exist in

It does not occur in practice, because
sensor sends a one-bit data

Receiving an opposite state value

Monitoring function does not
receive any state value of the
operating voltage or receive an error
value
It does not occur in practice, because
sensor sends a one-bit data

-

1.

M

1.

M

-

1.

M

-

-

-

-

1.

M
Display the normal state
value when FPGA
module receives err
state voltage of the
operation
The operating voltage
display shows diﬀerent
state of the current
-

Monitoring function receives all 1
regardless of the current state. When
this fault continues, error state of the
operating voltage is not received
from the sensor
Receiving an opposite state value

-

1.

M

Display the error state
value when operating
voltage has normal
value

Monitoring function receives all 0
regardless of the current state. And it
can change the state to err when
zero value continues with ten cycles

It does not occur in practice, because
sensor sends a one-bit data

Hazard on
SW PHL

Risk

Hazard

Consequence

-

3.f., 4.,
3.d.

3.f., 4.,
3.d.

-

-

3.f., 4.,
3.d.

3.f., 4.,
3.d.

3.f., 4.,
3.d.

Hazard on
PM PHL
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Circuit

Aspects

10

8

8

9

8

Each elements of 9.3 ~
9.10 in requirements
spec.
9.7 Input/output data
transmit/receive and
surveillance (9.8, 9.9
also)

9.1 Reset and clock
signal generation
function

Function
operation
9.9.4.1 SWR 17

Each function of
elements
Data transmit/
receives by network
channel

Generating clock
signal

Generating clock
signal

Function is
carried out
speciﬁed
Function is
carried out
speciﬁed

not
as

not
as

Function is not
initialized properly
before being
executed
Function is not
carried out as
speciﬁed

Function
operation

Each function of
elements

7

Stuck at all ones

Stuck at all zeroes

Stuck elsewhere

Stuck elsewhere

Guide Phrases

Stuck elsewhere

Calculating
circuits for each
function

LED lighting
circuit

Generating clock
signal

Generating clock
signal

Showing the current
state of the system
with LED
Each function of the
requirements item

Parameter

Function/Purpose

6

All of elements in
requirements

Other functions of the
requirements

4

5

9.11 State expression
function

9.1 Reset and clock
signal generation
function

Item

3

Functionality

Accuracy

1

2

Qualities

No.

Table A4
A part of the analysis results of FPGA software requirements of CLFPM01 about circuit.

What happened if software
are not performed to its
function
What happened if software
are not performed to its
function by ambiguous
requirements

What happened if software
are not performed to its
function

What happened if each
function is not initialized
ﬁrst

Some values are stuck

All values are stuck to one

Stuck fault occurs in
circuits which performs
software function
All values are stuck to zero

Stuck fault occurs in
circuits which performs
software function

Deviation

The incorrect results are
written to memories in
FPGA module
Unintended software design
is generated by ambiguous
requirements

It generates incorrect cycle
clocks

Wrong value is reached to
functional unit. Shared
memory in function module
saves wrong value
Wrong value is reached to
functional unit. Shared
memory in function module
saves wrong value
Wrong value is reached to
functional unit. Shared
memory in function module
saves wrong value
Execution with uninitialized
memory, option, register

Timing error issues in
memory and registers by
incorrect clock period
Output cycle changes to
incorrect by clock
Memory surveillance
function exist to prevent
these situation
Unintended signal
transmit/receive by
unintended design
results

3., 4.
-

2.

-

H

6.

H

H

-

-

-

-

Initialization
requirements already
exist

-

-

-

6.

H

-

3., 4.

6.

H

H

Hazard on
SW PHL

Risk

Memory surveillance
function exist to prevent
these situation

Memory surveillance
function exist to prevent
these situation

Timing error issues in
memory and registers by
incorrect clock period
Output cycle changes to
incorrect by clock
LED function expresses
the state value diﬀerent
from current state
Memory surveillance
function exist to prevent
these situation

Generating incorrect period
clock signal

State expression LED shows
the state of stuck

Hazard

Consequence

3.a., 3.d.,
3.f., 3.c.

3.a., 3.c.,
3.d
-

3.a.

-

-

-

-

3.a., 3.c.,
3.d
3.a.

3.a.

Hazard on
PM PHL
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Table A5
A number of hazards from hazard analysis of the case study.
No.

Software contributable hazards in PHL

Number of hazard

Aspect category of guide phrases

1
2
3
4
5
6

PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM

8
4
9
9
1
6

Sensor, circuit, calculator, and functionality
Functionality, timing
Circuit, input & output, calculator, timing, functionality
Circuit, input & output, calculator, timing, functionality
Timing
Circuit, input & output, calculator, timing, functionality

software
software
software
software
software
software

cannot send qualiﬁed information of its status
transmit incorrect signal
transmit signal when the signal is not occurred
cannot transmit signal when the signal is occurred
transmit invalid length signal
transmit incorrect data
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